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Board Chair Dr. Issa, Management Promotes Multiple Language, Employability
Gulf College continues to propel its venerated purpose of promoting the exchange of
Higher Education practices among local and international students. In line with this,
Dr. Issa Sabeel Al Bulushi, Chairman of the Board of Directors and Vice Chair of the
Board of Trustees supports the introduction of multiple courses for enculturation and
diversity through the Centre for Language and Cultural Studies headed by Dr. Irene Villareal.

Dr. Issa Sabeel Al Bulushi, Chairman of the
Board of Directors and Vice Chair of the
Board of Trustees

The management believes
that learning different languages opens you up to
new opportunities and
jobs. Students and stakeholders can benefit from
the crash courses offered
by Gulf College.
The
Centre also arranges tandem learning partnerships
between Gulf College and
other embassies in the
Sultanate of Oman.

Visualisation skills with professional trainors and cultural experts manifest quality
teaching and learning among
those who express the highest desire to learn different
languages. Gulf College extended appreciation for the
interest of France, Iran, and
other countries to collaborate
and show hospitality and
diplomacy conveyed by their
ambassadors.

Realising the importance of higher education institutions responding to
some global challenges such as internationalisation, globalisation, ranking, benchmarking and accreditation, Prof. Taki Al Abduwani, GC Dean
presented a research paper entitled “Global Challenges in Higher Education: A Gulf Perspective,” at the 7th QS Middle East and Africa Professional Leaders in Education Conference and Exhibition in Dubai World Trade.
The research paper focused on HEIs
around the world that are facing different challenges in terms of achieving
effective teaching, learning, assessment and curriculum. Prof. Taki said

that HEIs need a wider participation
and engagement globally, nationally
and regionally in order to prepare
the students for global future because of the (Page 2)

When it comes to employability, Dr. Issa likewise supported and expounded the
importance
of
obtaining
Bachelor degrees with the
affiliated universities from
UK. Gulf College’s ultimate
mission is to maximise employability rate by reaching
out GC graduates, giving
them the proper direction
through seminars and workshops.

EXCEPTIONAL.
Gulf College Dean
Prof. Taki
Al Abduwani,
during his
research
presentation in
Dubai

Editorial Board: Dr. Issa Al Bulushi
and Prof. Taki Al Abduwani (Chairmen
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In line with the progressive policies pursued by Gulf College, Prof. Taki
Abdulredha Al Abduwani, Gulf College (GC) Dean and Dr. Bahman Akbari,
Persian Language Centre (PLC) Manager and Islamic Republic of Iran’s
Cultural Counselor to Muscat have recently pushed on the green button as
they signed the Memorandum of Understanding to officially declare the
unleashing of GC-PLC power for the promotion of both Arabic and Persian
languages in the Sultanate, in the GCC Region, and around the world.

Present in the signing ceremony
were some GC key officials namely Dr. Shameena Mehtab, Deputy
Dean for Quality Assurance and
Partnerships; Mr. Masood Ahmed
Khan, Head of the Faculty of
Foundation Studies; Dr. Khalid
Abu Zayed, Head of the Faculty of
Business and Management Studies; Mr. Abubucker Samsudeen
Shaffi, Head of the Faculty of
Computing Sciences; Ms. Aisha
Ghazi Haider, Manager of the
Pearson Examination Centre; Mr.
Peyman Nouraey, Coordinator of
the Centre for Research and Entrepreneurship; and Dr. Irene
Pineda Villareal, Manager of the
Centre for Languages and Cultural

Studies. The partnership has subsequently resulted in the launching
of free fresh Persian courses in
August and September and the
eventual offering of the Persian
Language as an optional course in
the near future. GC and PLC’s
cultural link will be heightened by
different exhibitions of handicrafts,
paintings, and books. Viewing of
Iranian films with Arabic and English
subtitles and the rendition of Iranian
traditional folk music will definitely
tighten their cultural grip. Iran’s
generosity is showcased by its policy encouraging students to take
Persian Language continuously for
a free two-week trip to Iran

Gulf
College conducted a three-night
training programme on French course attended by administrators of the Ministry
of Education and Air Force, Marketing and
personal affairs officers and other French
enthusiasts.
There were 56 registrants who attended the
French course teaser delivered by the Centro
Franco Omanais in partnership with Gulf College. The instructor, Mr. Hassan Al Ramadhani who has been bestowed with the Ordre
des Palmes académiques (Order of Academic
Palms), a national order of France for distinguished academics and figures in the world of
culture and education, has shown his expertise making everyone in awe of his great influence on radical learning. Mr. Damien JeanMarie, CFO Educational Supervisor and Dr.
Irene Pineda Villareal, GC Manager of the
Centre for Languages and Cultural Studies
managed and supervised the training. The

CONGRUITY. Gulf College Dean, Prof. Taki Al Abduwani and Dr.
Bahman Akbari, Persian Language Centre (PLC) Manager and
Islamic Republic of Iran’s Cultural Counselor to Muscat together
with GC’s key officials during the MOU signing of GC-PLC.

through its embassy in
Oman to get involved in
commerce and trade. Particularly notable is the teaching
of Farsi, the endonym of the
Iranian Language, to the
elites of the

Sultanate by the ever
charismatic and enthusiastic Cultural Counsellor
himself
whose
overwhelming interest escalates the number of the
Farsi-struck wannabes.

continuous developments,
challenges and trends in
higher education institutions.
Moreover, HEIs should prioritise the quality of teaching
and learning since this is
one way to be recognised
internationally.
The research paper looked into the
enhancement of quality of
PEDAGOGY. Attentive students listening to the instructor
during the 3-night training programme on French course
teaching and learning which
has the highest priority in
attendees gained the the regular course in higher education.
basic knowledge and French this coming seskills
in
introducing mester. Another group The conference in Dubai
themselves in French, will have yet its first en- World Trade expected to
conversing with ac- counter with French from provide another intellectually
quaintances, determin- the 20th to 22nd of Sep- challenging and culturally
ing formal from informal tember 2017. The real enriching experience for
employability,
statements, writing cor- goodness of France has Education,
SMEs,
rect spelling and even reached other parts of entrepreneurship,
adding numbers. They the of the Sultanate and mathematics and technology
have expressed their much has yet to be dis- from all levels around the
world.
interests to join
covered and explored.
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Gulf College has continuously
endeavoured to serve as a
beacon for academic excellence and novel progress .It
constantly refines its education system which is to implement new educational schemes
and updating learning and
competency strategies
for
students. This prompted Mr.
Rizwan Ahmed,Head, Graduate
Faculty along with Dr Mohaned
Al Obaidy,DD-AR to
work hard to obtain the needed recognition from the Cisco
Networking Academy.

And, as part of their great
effort, Gulf College was recognised as an approved CISCO Networking Academy with
I.D. 20032141 and authorized
to deliver the various CISCO
Networking Academy courses. Given by the Middle East
Regional

Mr. Rizwan Ahmed

Manager Corporate Affairs, CISCO system, Gulf
College
received
this
prestigious
recognition.
This is really a mere fact
that earning a CISCO
Certification can boost
quantifiable rewards to
networking professionals.
As all we know, CISCO
system has the worldwide
leadership in networking.
It is a level of accreditation that distinguishes the
proficiency of network
designers and can sustain
the complex networks of
global organisations interpreting business schemes
into technical stratagems.

As Gulf College continues to
develop a reputation of reaching out unemployed graduates, the Centre for Career
Guidance and Alumni Affairs
(CCGAA) conducted workshops for five days involving
CV writing, how to undergo
interviews and improving
communication skills.

Gulf College recently sent an
envoy to SAS Entrepreneurship workshop to attend the
Business and Mobile Application Development workshop. GC delegation headed
by
Dr. Rowena Ocier
Sibayan and Dr. Salvacion
Domingo, Faculty of Computing Sciences staff joined
the training of the Business and mobile application
development workshop conducted by SAS
for mobile development.
The objective of the
workshop was to present the output of the
fresh graduate trainees from SAS who
participated in the
Business Mobile Apps
Training conducted by
SAS for Mobile Development. The primary
purpose of this workshop was to present
the
foundation
for
commercially successful business platforms
through Mobile Apps
from a technology perspective. The Gulf
College FCS students

Gulf College’s ultimate goal is to
maximise the employability rate
of the graduates, enhancing the
students’ mental abilities, understanding diverse cultures and
providing continuous higher education opportunities, whether in
local, national and international
fields of endeavour.

Dr. Rey Cuizon CCGAA,Section
Ms. Faiza Kiran Ahmad ex- Head ,Alumni Affairs spurred
pounded on the importance of efforts in discussing the interreaching out GC graduates and view process, writing CV’s
help them find jobs.

ALL EARS. Dr. Rowena Ocier Sibayan and Dr.
Salvacion Domingo of FCS during the Business and mobile app development workshop .

will benefit from this
workshop by sharing
the knowledge gained
and this will be reechoed in the next
semester FYP workshops. This will help
the FCS students to
develop a final year
project that could turn
into a business startup
related to mobile application. There have
already been FCS
graduates who developed a mobile application development for
their FYP project.

This is a real evidence that FCS
students have already strength mobile
application
development technology.Proper
teaching and mentoring of the programme
leaders
and lecturers from
the Faculty of Computing Sciences are
the key factors in
doing the students’
final year projects
using mobile application technology.

CCGAA conducting workshops on
CV writing, how to undergo interviews and improving communication skills.

communication skills, employability skills, critical thinking and
alumni feedbacks. A lot of employers used to test the scholarly
adroitness and methodical proficiency of graduates in language
proficiency especially in writing application letter and curriculum vitae. Gulf College is always ready (Page 4)

What’s Up?
OMAN RESEMBLES THE RED PLANET
MARS!
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Oman is soon to become a staging ground
and training base for missions to Mars.
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Gulf College persists to unfold a peculiar character
as it showed great affection to the orphaned children. In connection with this, some students and
staff of Gulf College participated in the celebration of
Under the title “joy of a
child,” GC participated with
the “Lafsemat Aafq” team in
the celebration of “Orphan
Child Day” organised by the
Al Ghaith charity team, with
the participation of a large
number of charitable and
volunteer groups.
Under the patronage of Her
Highness Mrs. Hajija Al
Said, the orphaned children
received gifts and games
were held aimed in

providing children social
awareness. They also organised competition for
children
and presented
gifts to them. The ceremony was conducted in honouring the participants by
Her Highness Mrs. Hajija
Al Said. The services offered by Gulf College Management to the children of
the Sultanate of Oman
drew a big smile and happiness on the faces of the
orphaned children.
Students and
staff of Gulf
College giving their full
participation
during
the
celebration
of
“Orphan
Child Day.”

Oman’s Basketball Championships event hosted by Centre for Student Affairs (CSA), Gulf College

The Centre for Student Affairs
(CSA) hosted Oman’s Basketball
Championships under the auspices of His Excellency Aziz bin
Salem Al Hassani, member of the
Shura Council, coach and secretary of the Basketball federation for private and international
schools.
Mr. Mohamed Fouad, Manager,

Center for Students Activities
and his staff prepared the venue of the event, proper time
table of games which includes
the elimination, quarter and
semi-final rounds until the most
exciting final round of the tournament. The basketball tournament was participated by: Indian schools, Muscat International

News Source: http://timesofoman.com/article/116499/Oman/Its-official-Oman-is-outNews Source: http://timesofoman.com/article/116499/Oman/Its-official-Oman-is-out-of-this-world
of-this-world-in-fact-just-like-Mars

The Centre for Student Activities, under the leadership of
Mr. Mohammed Fouad of Gulf
College, emanated the spirit of
kindness and compassion as it
mobilised a blood donation
event.
This event provides primary aid
to the blood bank service of the
Ministry of Health in Oman. Many
students and faculty members
collectively participated in the
blood donation campaign. Each
contributor expressed their full
and enthusiastic support for the
cause, and even encouraged
their fellows to join the event.
Faculty members were also invited to participate in the campaign.
As such, many lecturers and
members of the administration
arrived at the location to offer
their assistance to the organisers,
either as a donor or firm supporter of the affair. The day-long
campaign was organised in part
by the Centre for Student Activities in partnership with the staff
of the Ministry of Health.

School, Jafer Bin Al Jalani
School, Ahmed Majid School,
Golden School, Sri Lankan
School, Al Safwa School and
Durrat Al Khaleej School. Each
team competed strongly among
the participated teams to qualify
for the title.
The final match between the Al
Safwa and the Indian schools
showed an exciting battle where
the Al Safwa prevailed. The final
tally belongs to the Indian School
and the Sri Lankan School for
the second and third place. The
organisation of this tournament
came through the quest of Gulf
College to publish sports activities including the game of basketball.

A blood donation event oganised by
Centre for Student Activities

Both parties worked hard to ensure the smooth procedure and
safety of the donors, volunteers,
and medical team.
This special blood donation drive
in the college managed to collect
over 45 bags of blood from selfless volunteers. All of these will
go to the blood bank of the Ministry of Health, a facility which caters to the needs of ailing patients
in need of blood transfusions
around the Sultanate.

to support graduates in finding
jobs around the Sultanate or
even outside the country.
On the other hand, graduates
should also realise that there is
a good development, challenges
and trends in higher education
access the globe, which is why,
attending workshop like this is
indispensable. The last day of
the workshop was intended for
feedbacks.
Certificates were
distributed at the end of the
workshop to the participants
headed by Ms. Faiza Kiran Ahmad and Dr. Rey Cuizon.

